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Big Labor Day Weekend Jackpots Up for Grabs!  
 

TOPEKA, KAN. – The air may be starting to cool off, but these big jackpots are 
heating up! Starting tonight, Kansas Lottery players have multiple chances to win up 
to hundreds of millions of dollars! 
 
The estimated Mega Millions jackpot for Friday, September 3, is up to $323 million, 
with a cash option of $234.9 million! Tickets start at just $2, but players can add the 
Megaplier for an additional $1 that can multiply any prize won except the jackpot by 
up to 5X! 
 
Saturday night, players will have multiple chances at big jackpots, starting with 
Powerball! The current estimated Powerball jackpot is $367 million, with a cash 
option of $265.4 million! Tickets start at $2, and players can add the PowerPlay 
multiplier to their game to multiply their win except for the jackpot up to 5X as well!  
 
Lotto America is also drawn on Saturday night, and currently has an estimated 
jackpot of $2.7 million, with a cash option of $1.95 million. Lotto America is only $1 
per play, and it features the All Star Bonus multiplier, where for an additional $1 
players can multiply their wins except for the jackpot by up to 5X! 
 
Finally, Super Kansas Cash is also played on Saturday night! This Kansas-only 
game offers players two plays for just $1! The current Super Kansas Cash is at 
$260,000!  
 
Additionally, don’t forget about Lucky for Life, which now plays seven days a week 
and offers players a chance to win $1,000 A Day for Life on a $2 ticket!  
 
Finally, don’t forget about the Holiday Millionaire Raffle, which just started on 
September 1! There are only 150,000 tickets available, and when they’re gone they’re 
GONE. One ticket sold will win $1 million, and there are hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in other cash prizes as well! See more information about the Holiday 
Millionaire Raffle on the Kansas Lottery website.  
 
What better way to spend the long holiday weekend than winning lots of cash! Have 
a safe and fun Labor Day weekend, and good luck!  
Players are invited to submit all their winning and non-winning tickets in the Kansas 
Lottery PlayOn® Players Loyalty program to earn points for drawing entries and a 
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chance to win cash and other prizes!  PlayOn® is a registered trademark of Pollard 
Banknote Limited used under license. 
 


